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Water-methanol mixtures in graphite pores

The behavior of water, methanol and water-methanol mixtures confined in narrow

slit graphite pores as a function of pore size was investigated by Monte Carlo, hy-

brid Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations. Interactions were described

using TIP4P/2005 for water, OPLS/2016 for methanol and cross interactions fitted

to excess water/methanol properties over the whole range of concentrations, which

provide a rather accurate description of water-methanol mixtures. As expected for

hydrophobic pores, whereas pure methanol is adsorbed already from the gas phase,

pure water only enters the pore at pressures well beyond bulk saturation for all pore

sizes considered. When adsorbed from a mixture, however, water adsorbs at much

lower pressures due to the formation of hydrogen bonds with previously adsorbed

methanol molecules. For all studied compositions and pore sizes, methanol adsorbs

preferentially over water at liquid-vapor equilibrium conditions. In pure components,

both water and methanol are microscopically structured in layers, the number of lay-

ers increasing with pore size. This is also the case in adsorbed mixtures, in which

methanol has a higher affinity for the walls. This becomes more evident as the pore

widens. Diffusion of pure water is higher than that of pure methanol for all pore sizes

due to the larger size of the methyl group. In mixtures, both components present

similar diffusivities at all pore sizes, which is explained in terms of the coupling of

molecular movements due to strong hydrogen bonding between methanol and water

molecules. This is particularly evident in very narrow pores, in which pure methanol

diffusion is completely impeded on the time scale of our simulations, but the presence

of a small amount of water molecules facilitates alcohol diffusion following a single-file

mechanism. Additionally, our results indicate that pure water diffusivities display a

non-monotonous dependence of pore size, due to effects of confinement (proximity

to a fluid-solid-fluid transition induced by confinement as reported in previous work)

and the dynamic anomalies of water.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Adsorption of water/alcohol mixtures on porous materials is an important topic, both

from an applied and a fundamental point of view. Understanding confinement effects on

water/alcohol solutions can have impact in many different fields, ranging from the bio-fuel

industry1 to biological systems. Confined fluids often exhibit a completely different behavior

from that of the bulk, and the study of simple pore geometries, such as cylinders or slit

pores can further our understanding of the new features induced by confinement. Moreover,

these simple geometries are often useful as idealized representations of otherwise complex

porous materials such as one-dimensional channel zeolites (cylindrical pores) or clays and

graphitized porous carbons (slit pores).

Since water is ubiquitous in natural and industrial processes, a large number of exper-

imental and simulation works have addressed its behavior under confinement, either into

cylindrical pores (such as nanotubes), or in slit pores (with hydrophobic, hydrophilic or

mixed pore walls)2–12. In the latter instance, it has been shown that water is structured

in layers, which at sufficiently high pressures can crystallize into solids with structures very

different from those found in the bulk system. For example, recent experiments indicate that

water confined between graphite walls with a separation of about 1 nm might form a square

ice structure that is not found in bulk6. Simulation studies, on the other hand, predict

different structures depending on the water model used, some models confirming the exper-

imental square ice lattice13,14. Many of the studies of confined water focus on the effects of

confinement on the anomalous behavior of water. Very specially, confined systems were used

to probe the potential existence of a second critical point4 which has been assumed to be the

source of the anomalous behavior of water. Since confinement in hydrophobic pores tends to

preclude crystallization15, the region where a second critical point might occur becomes ac-

cessible. In this connection, recently Nomura and coworkers16 have also provided computer

simulation evidence of the coexistence of two liquid phases of water confined in 1.25 nm

diameter nanotubes. Simulations have also indicated that the thermodynamic and dynamic

behavior of confined water in 1.1nm wide slit pores should be very similar to that of bulk

water at temperatures 40 K higher4. Anomalous behavior under hydrophobic confinement

should be expected then at temperatures lower than in the bulk4.

On the other hand, studies addressing the adsorption of alcohol and water/alcohol mix-
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tures in simple geometries are comparatively more scarce, although the topic has gained

some attention during the last few years17–26. Experiments of adsorption of pure methanol

were carried out mainly in carbon black, activated carbon or in crystalline carbon pores with

hexagonal shape27–29. The adsorption in a simple slit geometry was investigated in a few sim-

ulation studies, that showed that adsorption occurs below bulk saturation pressure for pores

narrower than 2nm and that methanol forms chains for narrow pores, which are perturbed

as pore size increases24–26. Regarding adsorption of water/alcohol mixtures, which are com-

pletely miscible in bulk, recent experiments indicate that demixing might take place when

the solution is confined between hydrophilic (mica) and hydrophobic (graphite) plates17–19.

According to these experiments, alcohol molecules aggregate at the graphite/water interface

forming two-dimensional islands that sit on top of a monolayer of water above the mica

surface. Both the size and shape of the alcohol islands depend on the length of the al-

cohol chain. Diffusion rates are also affected by confinement, to the point that they can

be up to six orders of magnitude lower than in bulk17–19. Molecular dynamics simulations

of water/alcohol mixtures confined between two graphene layers21 show that, similarly to

water, molecules in these solutions are also structured in layers under parallel hydrophobic

confinement. These simulations predict that as pore size increases a gradient of alcohol

concentration is induced, with alcohol molecules arranged preferentially in the vicinity of

the pore walls. Alcohol and water diffuse together due to alcohol-water association, a fact

that has also been reported in the bulk system30,31. More recently, a comparative study of

the adsorption of ethanol/water mixtures in graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)

slit pores has shown that alcohol selectivity is maximum in hBN pores and at intermediate

pore size (around 0.9 nm wide pores)23. In all these studies configurations of the confined

fluid were generated using a setup in which the slit pore is in contact with two bulk reser-

voirs, with a pressure gradient applied until a steady state fluid flow is reached inside the

pore. Then reservoirs are removed and the pore and the confined molecules are periodically

replicated along the pore main axis. Finally, the fluid is re-equilibrated and the simulations

continued in the canonical or isothermal-isobaric ensembles.

In this work we present a simulation study of the adsorption of water, methanol and their

mixtures in narrow slit graphite pores in which the adsorbed fluid is in equilibrium with an

infinite reservoir at moderate pressures. Here water, methanol and their cross interactions

are described using the the force-fields that currently yield the most faithful description
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of the bulk systems, namely, TIP4P/200532 for water, and OPLS/201633 for methanol, in

combination with cross-interactions fitted to reproduce the experimental excess properties of

the mixtures over the whole composition range34. In contrast with most previous simulation

studies of adsorption into pores of simple geometry (in particular those for the mixtures),

fluid adsorption has been studied here using Grand Canonical ensemble simulations. For

the pure substances the room temperature adsorption isotherms have been here calculated

to estimate the adsorption onset pressure. Chemical potentials (µ, needed in the Grand

Canonical ensemble) were connected to pressures (p, the experimentally accessible quantity

in adsorption experiments) via an equation of state (EoS) determined by means of exten-

sive simulations in the canonical ensemble. For the mixtures, adsorption simulations were

performed at experimental liquid-vapor equilibrium conditions, i.e. the confined fluid mix-

ture is in equilibrium with a vapor reservoir whose composition (chemical potential of each

component) is the one that would be in equilibrium with a liquid solution with a predefined

composition. Using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations (GCMC), hybrid GCMC-

Molecular Dynamics (MD) and canonical ensemble (NVT) MD simulations we have then

studied here the structure and dynamics of the confined pure water and methanol and their

mixtures. We have analyzed their behavior as a function of the pore size and the composition

of the liquid solution in equilibrium with the adsorbed fluid, in order to find the concen-

tration conditions and pore size that would render the optimal selectivity in a potential

alcohol/water separation process, either based on equilibrium adsorption or in diffusion.

II. MODELS AND SIMULATION METHOD

A. Model potentials

In this work water and methanol were described using TIP4P/200535 and OPLS/201633

rigid non-polarizable models. TIP4P/2005 is a four site water model that carries a Lennard-

Jones (LJ) center on the oxygen, positive charges on the hydrogen atoms and a negative

charge at the M-site that is located along the bisector of the H-O-H angle35. OPLS/2016 has

three interaction sites, two LJ centers, at the oxygen and methyl group, and point charges

at the oxygen, hydrogen and methyl group sites33. Both TIP4P/2005 and OPLS/2016

are the rigid non-polarizable models that provide the best overall description of water and
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methanol over the whole phase diagram33,36, including the vapor-liquid equilibrium, which

is in both instances used to fit the model potential parameters. Water-methanol cross LJ

parameters were taken from Ref. 34, where they were fitted to reproduce the experimental

excess volume and enthalpy of water-methanol mixtures throughout the composition range.

Note that usual Lorentz-Berthelot or geometric combining rules often give a rather poor

description of alcohol-water mixtures34,37, which stresses the need for a careful choice of

appropriate cross interaction parameters. In a previous work, we have seen that the choice

of the water model can have a large impact on co-adsorption of water in the adsorption

alcohol-water mixtures in hydrophobic pores38, and we speculate that the same is true for

the cross water-alcohol interactions. Thus, it is important to use the best available force-

field to describe the interactions in the system. All the parameters for water, methanol and

water-methanol interactions are collected in Table I.

The graphite slit pores were modeled by placing two graphite surfaces separated away

from each other by a distance (pore width) H. Three different pore sizes were considered,

namely H=7 Å, 10 Å and 15 Å. Intralayer carbon-carbon bond length was set to 1.42 Å with

a graphite interlayer distance of 3.4 Å10. Carbon atoms were frozen during simulations, a

common approach that is not expected to affect much the adsorption behavior. Each carbon

atom was modeled as a LJ center whose cross interactions with water were taken from the

bibliography10, whereas those of methanol were estimated from the Lorentz-Berthelot com-

bining rules using carbon parameters from alkane-graphite interactions, taken from Ref. 8.

Note that we have entirely neglected the presence of quadrupoles on the graphite carbon

atoms. When explicitly included in the potential model, these terms account for 30∼40 %

of the attractive interaction, as compared with the purely dispersive contributions39. Here,

as in most previous works we have used plain Lennard-Jones potentials with parameters

originally fitted from experimental data, and thus including permanent and induced multi-

pole interactions in an effective fashion. As a matter of fact, our model gives for the water

monomer graphite binding energy -7.05 kJ/mol, which compares reasonably well with the

value -6.33 kJ/mol, obtained by Weder et al40 fitting the experimental contact angle of water

droplets on graphite surfaces modeling the system with SPC/E water.

Adsorbate-carbon cross interactions are collected in Table II. Each graphite surface con-

tains two atomic graphene layers of area 31.92 Å×34.02 Å. Periodic boundary conditions41

were applied along the three dimensions of space, so that the simulated system corresponds
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TIP4P/200532 OPLS/201633 Water-methanol34

εOW
(K) 93.2 εOM

(K) 97.775 εOW−OM
(K) 85.653

σOW
(Å) 3.1589 σOM

(Å) 3.1659 σOW−OM
(Å) 3.1793

qM (e) -1.1128 εCH3 (K) 110.45 εOW−CH3 (K) 145.215

qHW
(e) 0.556 σCH3 (Å) 3.6499 σOW−CH3 (Å) 3.401

qOM
(e) -0.6544

qHM
(e) 0.4998

qCH3 (e) 0.1546

TABLE I. Model parameters for water-water, methanol-methanol and water-methanol interactions.

Carbon-water10 Carbon-methanol8,33

εC−OW
(K) 46.60 εC−OM

(K) 52.32

σC−OW
(Å) 3.262 σC−OM

(Å) 3.283

εC−CH3 (K) 55.611

σC−CH3 (Å) 3.525

TABLE II. Cross LJ parameters for carbon-water and carbon-methanol interactions. Carbon-

methanol parameters were estimated using Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules, in conjunction with

OPLS/2016 methanol and carbon LJ interactions provided in Ref. 8.

to a periodic arrangement of slit pores separated by a distance of 10.2 Å (or roughly 13.5 Å,

if we take into account the size of carbon atoms). Note that interactions between neighbor-

ing pores do not vanish due to the long range of the electrostatic potential, but in any case

are expected to be small.

B. Simulation details

Grand Canonical Monte Carlo, NVT Molecular Dynamics, or hybrid GCMC-MD simu-

lations were used depending on the property of interest employing the LAMMPS42 package.

In the latter instance a series of NVT MD steps is alternated with a series of GCMC particle

insertion/deletion and translation/rotational move attempts. Lennard-Jones potential was
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truncated at 12 Å, whereas the particle-particle particle-mesh43 (P3M) method was used to

estimate long range electrostatic interactions. In all the MD simulations time step was set

to 1 fs. Temperature was set at 298 K using Nose-Hoover thermostat44,45 with a damping

constant of 0.1 ps. From our previous studies on alcohol/water adsorption into hydrophobic

substrates38 we do not expect significant changes from moderate increases of temperature

(up to 30K). An increase in temperature shifts the onset of adsorption isotherms to higher

pressures, since a higher kinetic energy overcomes the binding energy of adsorbates at very

low loadings. Otherwise, the qualitative adsorption behavior remains unchanged. From an

structural point of view, increasing the temperature would tend to break up more easily

the less energetic hydrogen bonds between methanol molecules, which would remain linked

in three dimensional structures to water molecules, disrupting the tendency of methanol to

form linear chains.

In order to compute the EoS (µ − p relation) of the pure substance, we have first per-

formed hybrid GCMC simulations of bulk water and bulk methanol at different values of

chemical potential. Simulations consisted on 20-30 million MD steps, discarding the first 106

for equilibration. Every 100 MD steps 100 MC particle exchange attempts plus another 100

displacements/rotations were attempted. Maximum particle displacement and orientational

moves were adjusted to obtain a 20-50 % acceptance probability. Using the final configura-

tions of GCMC-MD hybrid simulations, we started MD simulations in the NVT ensemble,

in which pressure was estimated by the virial route. Additionally, these simulations provide

an assessment on the reliability of our hybrid GCMC-MD results through a thermodynamic

consistency check. To that aim the chemical potential at a given pressure estimated from

the GCMC-MC simulations is to be compared with that obtained from the thermodynamic

integration of the EoS, starting from a different thermodynamic state (see Section III and

Refs. 41 and 46).

Next hybrid GCMC-MD simulations were used to estimate the adsorption isotherms of

pure water and pure methanol at 298 K in graphite slit pores. Simulations consisted now

on 2 × 106 − 3 × 106 steps discarding 106 for equilibration. The EoS obtained with the

previous set of simulations were used to relate the chemical potential with the pressure in

the reservoir in equilibrium with the confined fluid.

The adsorption of water-methanol mixtures was studied at liquid-vapor equilibrium con-

ditions. In this case we have used plain GCMC simulations, since hybrid GCMC-MD for
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molecular mixtures is not currently implemented in LAMMPS. The vapor composition of

the reservoir and the corresponding water and methanol chemical potentials needed for the

GCMC simulation, were determined assuming that the vapor is in equilibrium with a liquid

of known composition, using the experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data47. In particular,

chemical potentials were obtained from the mixture compositions in the gas phase in con-

junction with ideal gas law. A more elaborate alternative would be the use of the extended

isothermal-isobaric Gibbs ensemble with three simulation boxes (confined fluid, vapor, and

liquid in equilibrium) as used by Bai et al.48 to study alcohol/water adsorption in zeolites.

Since our models have shown to be accurate for the liquid-vapor equilibrium of both pure

substances and the excess thermodynamic properties over whole composition range of the

mixture, we are confident that the use of the experimental EoS is justified. Finally, simu-

lations have been performed for three liquid mixture compositions, namely, dilute alcohol

(xlMeOH = 0.020), alcohol poor (xlMeOH = 0.115) and alcohol rich (xlMeOH = 0.692). Runs

consisted on 5×105 MC cycles discarding the first 105 for equilibration. A cycle is defined as

50 molecule insertion/deletion attempts plus 50 displacement/rotation attempts of a water

molecule together with 50 displacement/rotation attempts of a methanol molecule. In this

case, results were averaged over four independent trajectories.

The average density of the adsorbed fluid was estimated using:

ρ =
〈NH2O +NMeOH〉

LxLyL′z
, (1)

where angular brackets denote ensemble average, NH2O and NMeOH are, respectively, the

number of adsorbed water and methanol molecules, Lx, Ly the planar dimensions of the

graphite plates and L′z is the effective pore width. Here it is defined as L′z = H − σC−OW
to

take into account that adsorbed molecules do not have access to the whole pore volume due

to the finite size of the adsorbate and adsorbent atoms.

The final configurations of the simulations in the grand canonical ensemble of the adsorp-

tion of pure components and the mixtures were then used as the starting configurations of

NVT MD simulations. The system was allowed to evolve for 5×105-106 time steps, discarding

105 for equilibration. Density profiles of the adsorbed fluid along the direction perpendicu-

lar to the pore walls, and diffusion coefficients were evaluated along these trajectories. The

density profiles ρ(z) were calculated using:

ρ(z) =
〈Ni(z + ∆z)〉
LxLy∆z

(2)
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where 〈Ni(z + ∆z)〉 is the ensemble average of the number of particles in the slab of fluid

between z and z + ∆z. Einstein’s relation was used to estimate the diffusion constant D

from the mean squared displacement:

D =
1

2d
lim
t→∞

d〈|ri(t)− ri(t0)|2〉
dt

(3)

where d is the dimension of the system. As the fluid is confined between parallel plates we

measure diffusion in the x−y direction. This means that mean square displacement is given

by 〈|ri(t)− ri(t0)|2〉 = 〈(xi(t)− xi(t0))2 + (yi(t)− yi(t0))2〉 and d is set to 2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Equation of state of bulk water and methanol

The first step in our study was to obtain an equation of state µ(p) for the pure substances

in bulk. As we will see later, water adsorbs within the studied carbon slit pores at pressures

higher than saturation and, thus, it is desirable to have an equation that relates the chemical

potential (which is fixed in the GCMC simulations) with pressure, which is one of the

experimentally accessible quantities. As mentioned in Section II, we performed two sets of

simulations to that aim.

First, we performed hybrid GCMC/MD simulations at specific values of µ along the

room temperature isotherm (298 K). The evolution of the density of bulk water and bulk

methanol along this isotherm is shown in the top panels of Fig 1. Both sets of data can

be accurately fitted to quadratic polynomials. In particular, for water we obtained µ(ρ) =

−10.214 − 13.091ρ + 11.689ρ2 and for methanol µ(ρ) = 46.69253 − 150.974ρ + 99.759ρ2,

where density is expressed in g/cm3 and µ in kcal/mol, as given by LAMMPS.

Next we performed a set of NVT-MD simulations at some values of density within the

range covered by the first set of GCMC/MD simulations, from which the equilibrium pressure

was estimated through the virial route. The variation of the pressure with density along

the room temperature isotherm for water and methanol is shown in the central panels of

Fig 1. Again both curves can be fitted to quadratic polynomials, namely, p(ρ) = 49294 −

11984ρ+ 70565ρ2 for water and p(ρ) = 30855.305− 89217.392ρ+ 63615.436ρ2 for methanol,

where pressure is in atm and density is again in g/cm3. Using the fits of µ(ρ) and p(ρ)

it is possible to determine the sought equation relating chemical potential and pressure.
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FIG. 1. Simulation data used to obtain the EoS for bulk water (left) and methanol (right) along

the room temperature isotherm. Symbols in the top panels show the evolution of density with

chemical potential as obtained from hybrid GCMC-MD simulations, middle panels depict density

vs pressure as estimated from NVT MD simulations. These results are combined in the bottom

panels to express chemical potential as a function of pressure. Continuous curves in the top and

middle panels are polynomial fits to the simulation data, whereas in the bottom panel the curve

represents the evolution of pressure with chemical potential as obtained from thermodynamic

integration (Eq. 7).

The equilibrium pressures corresponding to the selected chemical potentials used in the

GCMC/MD simulations are shown as symbols in the lower panels of Fig 1 for water and

methanol. Fitting these data we get:

p(µ) = 39636 + 4483.6µ+ 93.384µ2 (4)

for water and

p(µ) = 14939.66 + 1846.226µ+ 55896µ2 (5)

for methanol.

With the aim of assessing the reliability of our simulations we have also checked the

thermodynamic consistency of µ(p) (Eqs. (4) and (5)). Helmholtz’s free energy can be

straightforwardly computed if the chemical potential and pressure are known at a given

density and temperature using41,46:

A

NkBT
=

µ

kBT
− p

ρkBT
(6)
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Once the Helmholtz’s free energy is known for a given thermodynamic state A(ρ1, T ),

its value for any other state at the same temperature can be calculated by thermodynamic

integration (as long as the integration path does not cross any phase transition) using the

relation:
A(ρ2, T )

NkbT
=
A(ρ1, T )

NkbT
+

∫ ρ2

ρ1

p(ρ)

kBTρ2
dρ. (7)

Results of the chemical potential evaluation along the 1 atm isobar using thermodynamic

integration are shown as continuous lines in the lower panels of Fig 1. As initial conditions,

the states with the lowest chemical potential have been used. It is readily apparent from

the figures that the chemical potential calculated by thermodynamic integration or from the

two sets of hybrid GCMC/MD and NVT MD simulations agree well, which evidences the

reliability of our results.

B. Adsorption of water, methanol and their mixtures in graphite slit pores

The adsorption isotherms of the pure substances at room temperature are shown in Fig 2

for the three pore sizes considered. Chemical potentials were transformed into pressures

using the EoS given by Eq. (4) for water and the ideal gas law for methanol. Pressures are

expressed in terms relative to the saturation vapor pressure, which at 298 K is 7.768×10−3

atm for TIP4P/2005 water35 and 0.09968 atm for OPLS/2016 methanol33. For the widest

pore (H=15 Å) the adsorption isotherm of water was also estimated using GCMC sim-

ulations with the RASPA code49,50. The good agreement of the results from both codes

gives us confidence on the reliability of the hybrid GCMC/MD simulations performed with

LAMMPS.

The first observation is that water adsorption isotherms present a sharp discontinuity

for all pore sizes. This behavior has already been reported in previous works11,12. These

studies have also shown that water adsorption/desorption in graphite slit pores within this

range of pore sizes exhibits strong hysteresis, so that the precise location of the vapor-

liquid coexistence requires the evaluation of the free energy of the competing phases or

the use of more sophisticated simulation techniques such as Gibbs Ensemble simulations.

These calculations are beyond the scope of our work. Our goal here is to produce a rough

estimate of the pressures at which water is adsorbed into slit graphite pores and of the

density of the adsorbed fluid. Simple GCMC simulations similar to ours have been shown
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to reproduce rather accurately the hysteresis that has also been experimentally observed in

these systems51. Therefore, we are confident on the adequacy of our approach.

We found that the onset adsorption pressure is above saturation for all pore sizes con-

sidered, i.e. our simulations predict that water does not exhibit capillary condensation in

slit graphite pores within the pore sizes considered in this work (7 Å <H < 15 Å), being

only adsorbed by applying hydraulic pressure. In particular, the onset pressures obtained

in our simulations increase with pore size, adopting the values p≈1200 atm for H=7 Å,

p≈2800 atm for H=10 Å and p≈3500 atm for H=15 Å. These results are in qualitative

agreement with simulations by Liu and Monson11 in which water was modeled using SPC/E

model52 and the graphite pore was built with two flat structureless surfaces interacting with

the adsorbate via the 10-4-3 Steele potential53. These authors reported that water adsorp-

tion occurs at relative activities a/a0 between 1 and 4 for pore sizes within 6.5 Å < H <

16 Å. Expressing our results also as relative activities, our simulations predict that water

molecules adsorb at a/a0 between 1.5 (at H=7 Å) and 8 (at H=15 Å). The quantitative

differences might be attributed to the use of different models for both water and the slit

pore. Indeed, in the same work, Liu and Monson showed that other water models, such as

SPC, predict capillary condensation in narrow pores (6.5 Å < H < 8.8 Å), adsorbing after

saturation only in wider pores. Our estimates of the onset pressure in slit graphite pores

are of the same order of magnitude as those found in other hydrophobic absorbents such

as pure silica MEL or MFI zeolites38,48,54, whose structure is characterized by intersecting

cylindrical pores with effective diameters in the range 5-5.5 Å. Note that some experimen-

tal works found adsorption of water in MFI at pressures below the bulk vapor saturation

pressure, a fact that is often attributed to the presence of silanol defects in the zeolites48,55.

The fact that the onset adsorption pressure is lower for the narrowest pores might at first

look a bit counter-intuitive, but it is a consequence of the stronger energetic interactions

between the walls and the layer of adsorbed water. The hydrophobicity of the pore does

not imply a net adsorbate-adsorbent repulsion, it simply reflects that adsorbate-adsorbate

interactions are stronger than those between adsorbate and the pore walls. But once water

adsorption is forced by pressure, the attraction between adsorbate molecules and the pore

walls is larger for small pore sizes (where molecules interact strongly with both walls) that

for wider pores. This explains why onset adsorption pressures increase with pore size in the

nanometer range.
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Finally, it is evident from Fig. 2 (top panel) that the density of the adsorbed fluid at a

given pressure increases with pore size. For example, the density of adsorbed water at the

specific pressure p≈3500 atm (the onset adsorption pressure for the widest pore) goes from

about 0.912 g/cm3 for H=7 Å to 1.000 g/cm3 at H=10 Å, and to 1.051 g/cm3 for H=15 Å.

This is to be compared to 0.997 g/cm3 for bulk water at ambient conditions. Note, however,

that the density of a fluid under nano-confinement is not a well defined quantity, as it is

strongly affected by the criterion that defines the effective pore volume. This quantity is

determined by the accessible pore volume, which in turn depends on the size and shape of

the adsorbate molecules. Except for very small adsorbates (e.g. Ar), density comparisons

between bulk and confined fluids can only be qualitative. In any case, the relatively low

density of water adsorbed in the narrowest pore, clearly reflects the substantially smaller

coordination number of the molecules adjacent to the walls (most of them). As pore width

increases, the density of the adsorbed phase increases as well, reflecting the higher average

molecular coordination as the ratio of molecules close to the walls drops.

Focusing now on methanol (Fig. 2 (bottom panel)), our simulations indicate that the

onset adsorption pressure also increases with pore size, but, differently from water, it is well

below bulk saturation pressure for all pore sizes considered in this work. The size depen-

dence of the onset adsorption pressure can be explained in the same terms as that exhibited

by water, but now the adsorption process is energetically slightly more favored due to the

preference of the non-polar tails of the alcohol molecules for the graphite walls. Due to

this dominance of the methyl group-graphite interaction and the less energetic methanol-

methanol interaction with respect to than between water molecules, adsorption starts below

saturation pressure, and no hydraulic pressure needs to be applied. Another remarkable

difference between both adsorbates is the fairly smooth shape of the methanol adsorption

isotherm, i.e., the density grows steadily over a finite range of pressures until saturation

without marked jumps. One evident trend is that the largest the pore, the more abrupt

is the condensation transition within the pore (even exhibiting hysteresis). This agrees

with type IV-V adsorption isotherms, typical of adsorption into mesopores when there is

condensation56. For pore widths under 10 Å (15 Å for methanol) the transition is smeared

out, as finite size effects emerge and we no longer have a proper thermodynamic transition.

Under these tight confinement conditions the adsorption behavior leads to a type I adsorp-

tion isotherm, characteristic of adsorption into micropores56. Finally, saturation is reached
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FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherm of pure water (top panel) and methanol (bottom panel) in a slit

graphite pore as a function of pore width at 298 K.

for higher pressures as the pore sizes increase, leading to a similar confined fluid density

≈ 0.8 g/cm3 in all cases. This is practically the density of bulk liquid methanol at ambient

conditions (0.792 g/cm3). The onset adsorption pressures obtained in this work are some-

what lower than those reported in previous simulation studies using the TraPPE model57

for methanol24. In particular, our simulations predict that methanol starts to adsorb at

p ≈ 7 × 10−5 atm. for H=7 Å, at p ≈ 0.0035 atm for H=10 Å, and at p ≈ 0.0163 atm for

H=15 Å, to be compared to p ≈ 0.00059 atm for H=8 Å, p ≈0.0051 atm for H=10 Å, and

p ≈0.0278 for H=16 Å reported in Ref. 24. These discrepancies can be attributed to the

larger value of the ε LJ parameter of the OPLS/2016 compared to that of TraPPE potential.

This gives rise to a more intense methanol-wall attraction that obviously would shift the

onset adsorption pressure to lower values. On the other hand, our results are consistent

with the fact that methanol adsorption into other hydrophobic adsorbents, such as pure

silica zeolites, also occurs below bulk saturation pressure38,48.

In the case of water-methanol mixtures, adsorption was studied from the vapor phase

in equilibrium with a liquid solution at a given concentration. The study was performed
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at three different compositions of the liquid mixture, going from the dilute (xlMeOH=0.020),

low concentration (xlMeOH=0.115), and finally to high alcohol concentration (xlMeOH=0.692)

regimes. The density of the adsorbed fluid as well as its composition as a function of

the composition of the bulk liquid phase and pore width are presented in Table III. Even

though the pressures considered here are much lower than those of the onset adsorption

of pure water, our results indicate that water molecules are always adsorbed for all pore

sizes. This is explained by the fact that water molecules can co-adsorb with methanol in

highly hydrophobic pores due the formation of hydrogen bonds with previously adsorbed

alcohol molecules. This phenomenon has already been reported in water/alcohol adsorption

in other hydrophobic porous materials such as pure silica zeolites38,48. In any case, alcohol

adsorbs preferentially over water for all pore sizes compositions studied here. Note that the

highly dilute mixture is not adsorbed into the largest pore H=15Å. This apparently strange

result stems from the fact that the partial pressure of methanol in this liquid solution

(xlMeOH = 0.02) is very low, p ≈ 5× 10−3 atm, actually below the onset adsorption pressure

of pure methanol for the corresponding pore size (p ≈ 0.016 atm). Since methanol molecules

will not then be able to enter the pore, the same will happen to water. In the remaining

cases, the concentration of methanol in the confined fluid is always above 60%, reaching

a maximum of 95% for the fluid adsorbed in the narrowest pore in equilibrium with the

highly concentrated solution. Our results evidence a clear trend in the adsorption behavior:

the concentration of adsorbed methanol increases as the pore width narrows, and when the

alcohol concentration of the bulk liquid solution increases. These results are consistent with

another recent simulation study in which the adsorption of alcohol/water mixtures at a mole

fraction of 5% in slit graphene pores 20Å-wide is modeled using SPC/E water and OPLS-

AA alcohol21. In that instance, an alcohol concentration close to 91% for the adsorbed

methanol-water mixture was reported, in agreement with our findings. Note, however, that

the study of Gao et al.21 is not directly comparable to ours, since in their case the confined

fluid is not in equilibrium with a liquid solution mediated by the corresponding vapor phase,

i.e., it is not the result of an equilibrium adsorption process.
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xlMeOH xgMeOH p (atm.) xaMeOH ρaH2O
/ρaMeOH

H=7Å H= 10Å H=15Å H=7Å H= 10Å H=15Å

0.020 0.144 0.03525 0.87(5) 0.63(2) — 0.0016/0.014 0.0058/0.0104 —

0.115 0.504 0.05605 0.92(3) 0.80(2) 0.79(2) 0.0011/0.015 0.0031/0.0131 0.0033/0.0123

0.692 0.882 0.1296 0.95(2) 0.87(3) 0.86(1) 0.0006/0.015 0.0021/0.0145 0.0022/0.0135

TABLE III. Concentration of adsorbed methanol (xaMeOH) in slit graphite pores as a function of

the mixture concentration of the liquid solution and pore size. Liquid-vapor equilibrium conditions

were taken from experiments47. Number densities are given in molec./Å3 units.

C. Structural properties of adsorbed fluids

Number density profiles of the adsorbed fluids along the axis perpendicular to the graphite

walls are provided in Fig. 3. For pure substances, density profiles were calculated at the equi-

librium density corresponding to the onset adsorption pressure for the widest pore: p≈3500

atm (p/p0=4.5×105) in the case of water, and p≈0.063 atm (p/p0=0.63) for methanol. As

it is evident from Fig. 3, oxygen atoms of water are arranged into layered structures for

the three pore sizes studied, the number of layers increasing from one at H=7 Å to two at

H=10 Å to four at H=15 Å. Water hydrogen atoms profiles exhibit the highest peaks at

the same locations as oxygen atoms, but in this case smaller peaks emerge on both sides of

the higher peaks. The smaller hydrogen peaks between two oxygen layers are visibly more

intense than those that appear close to the pore walls. For the narrowest pore, in which one

single water layer is formed, water molecules are mostly oriented parallel to the walls, so that

they can form hydrogen bonds within the layer plane. In any case, out-of-plane vibrations

are also present, as evidenced by the appearance of two smaller peaks close to the walls.

These features are also clearly visible in instantaneous snapshots of the system viewed from

the directions perpendicular (Fig. 4) or parallel (Fig 5) with respect to the walls. In pores

of size H=10Å, hydrogen peaks close to wall decrease and a clear peak between the oxygen

layers appears, indicating that hydrogen bonds are formed not only within but also across

layers. The same occurs for H=15Å, but in this case the two inner layers are closer to each

other and less defined, with a much larger number of hydrogen bonds between them.

The tendency to form layered structures is also evident in the case of methanol. The
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FIG. 3. Top two rows: density profiles of adsorbed pure water (first row) and methanol (second

row) in slit graphite nanopore at constant temperature T = 298 K and constant density corre-

sponding to the equilibrium adsorbed density at the onset adsorption pressure for the H=15 Å

pore, p≈3500 atm for water and p≈0.0036 atm for methanol. Two bottom rows: density profiles

of adsorbed water (third row) and methanol (fourth row) from a liquid mixture with methanol

molar fraction xlMeOH=0.115 (corresponding to xaMeOH=0.92(3) for the adsorbed fluid) at 298 K

and vapor-liquid equilibrium pressure. Black line represents density of oxygen atoms, red line of

hydrogen and blue line of methyl group.

difference is that due to the larger size of the methyl group only three layers are formed in

the widest pore H=15 Å. Another remarkable difference is that oxygen and hydrogen atom

profiles are almost identical for the narrowest pore H=7 Å, which indicates that hydrogen

vibrations are now much more restrained. The reason is that each methanol molecule can

only be involved in two hydrogen bonds and these two bonds are better preserved in a planar

configuration. As a consequence, hydrogen atoms lie nearly on the same plane as the oxygen

atoms. Due to its larger size, the location of the methyl group is even more restrained, with

its distribution exhibiting a higher and narrower peak. These two features force methanol
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FIG. 4. Side view of instantaneous configurations of pure water (left column), pure methanol

(middle column) and an alcohol-water mixture (right column) confined in slit graphite pores of

width H=7 Å (first row), H=10 Å (second row), and H=15 Å (third row) at 298 K. Densities of

confined fluids correspond to p≈3500 atm (p/p0=4.5×105) for water, at p≈0.0036 atm (p/p0=0.63)

for methanol and at p≈0.05605 atm for the mixture adsorbed in equilibrium with a bulk liquid

solution with xlMeOH=0.115.

molecules to be oriented parallel to the pore walls. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 5, methanol

molecules tend to form long hydrogen bond chains. When two or more layers are formed,

though, peaks between the oxygen-methyl maxima again appear, indicating that inter-layer

hydrogen bonds are formed between layers (Fig. 4). As three layers are formed, oxygen

peaks are split into two very close maxima, which might be attributed to the fact that both

intra-layer and inter-layer hydrogen bonds are nearly equally likely.

Let us now focus on water/methanol solutions. Since the concentration of the adsorbed

methanol/water mixture is relatively similar for the three bulk liquid mixtures considered in

this work, for the sake of brevity, density profiles are only shown for the bulk molar fraction

xlMeOH=0.115. The density profiles of methanol remain almost unchanged with respect to

those of the pure substance (Fig. 3), due to the fact that the adsorbed water/alcohol mixture

is highly concentrated in alcohol. The same is true for the atomic distributions of water in

the narrowest pore, but in this case, because geometric constrains are too tight. As can be

seen in Fig. 5, methanol molecules form chain-like structures very similar to those found in

the pure system, only with a slightly higher tendency to form branched chains due to the

presence of water molecules that have more sites available for H-bonds. However, whenever
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FIG. 5. Top view of instantaneous configurations of pure water (left row), pure methanol (middle

row) and water-methanol mixture (right row) adsorbed in slit graphite pores with H=7 Å at

298 K. In the second row the underlying graphite plane has removed to aid the visualization of the

adsorbed fluid. Density of confined fluid correspond to p≈3500 atm (p/p0=4.5×105) for water, at

p≈0.0036 atm (p/p0=0.63) for methanol and at p≈0.05605 atm in equilibrium with a bulk liquid

mixture with xlMeOH=0.115.

two and specially three layers are formed, there is a clear tendency of water molecules to be

shifted towards the central region of the pore. This is evidenced in the asymmetric shape

of the peaks of the oxygen atom distribution in the two layer instance. One can appreciate

that the inner side of the peak becomes broader. In the three layer case there is a sudden

enhancement/depression of the inner/outer oxygen and hydrogen peaks. Obviously, the
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highly hydrophobic character of the graphite walls and their affinity towards the non-polar

alcohol tails explains this behavior. These structural features have already been reported in

previous simulation studies for wider pores20,21.

D. Diffusion under confinement

Diffusivities of pure substances were computed at the same thermodynamic states as the

density profiles presented in the previous section, i.e., at the onset pressure of water for the

widest pore, p ≈ 3500 atm (p/p0=4.5×105), and p ≈ 0.063 atm (p/p0 =0.63) for methanol.

The corresponding mean square displacements (MSD) are plotted in Fig. 6.

Diffusion of fluids can occur through several mechanisms that are characterized by dif-

ferent scalings of the evolution of the mean square displacement with time, namely

〈|xi(t)− xi(t0)|2 + |yi(t)− yi(t0)|2〉 ∝ tk, (8)

where the value of k depends on the diffusion mechanism. Diffusion of bulk water and

methanol at long times occurs through a Fickian mechanism in which the mean square

displacement scales linearly with time. At short times molecules exhibit a rather coordinated

movement that leads to a quadratic scaling of the MSD, in what is known as the ballistic

regime. Previous studies showed that confined water also exhibits Fickian diffusion even

when confined in narrow pores3, although other studies report a single-file mechanism in

narrow pores, according to which MSD scales with the square root of time (see, for example,

Ref. 20). As it is evident from Fig.6, our simulations predict that diffusion of adsorbed pure

water follows a Fickian mechanism even in the narrowest pore H=7 Å. This is in disagreement

with the results of Zhao and Yang20, who report single-file diffusion for water adsorbed in

the H=7 Å pore. Note, however, that Zhao and Yang used a different water model, SPC/E,

and studied a somewhat higher density (0.03337 molec./Å3 vs 0.0306 molec./Å3 in our

simulations). Further work is needed to clarify the origin of this discrepancy. On the other

hand, for wider pores, Zhao and Yang20 predict Fickian diffusion in agreement with our

results. Regarding pure methanol, its MSD is shown in Fig 6. In this case, diffusion is also

Fickian in the wider pores. In contrast, for the narrowest pore it exhibits a sub-diffusive

behavior (k < 0.5). Indeed methanol molecules did not diffuse at all during the time scale

of our simulations, which can be ascribed to the large size of the methyl group. This is
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FIG. 6. Lateral mean square displacement of adsorbed water (top row) and methanol (bottom row)

in slit graphite pores for the three considered pore sizes at T=298 K. Pressure was set to saturation

value in the widest pore for the pure components (p ≈3500 atm for water and p ≈0.063 atm for

methanol), and to liquid-vapor equilibrium conditions for the mixtures. Left and central panels

show the diffusion of adsorbed pure fluids in logarithm and linear scale, respectively, and right

panels show the diffusion of water and methanol adsorbed from a xlMeOH=0.115 mixture. Dotted

blue and purple lines show the expected behavior for Fickian (k=1) and single-file (k=0.5) diffusion

mechanisms.

also at odds with previous results of ethanol confined in H=7Å pores, in which ethanol

was found to undergo single-file diffusion. Since ethanol molecules are larger than methanol

ones, one would expect that ethanol diffusion would be slower, which is actually the case in

the bulk30,58. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is the disparity of models used to

describe the alcohols. Methyl group is modeled with a slightly larger size in the OPLS/2016

parameterization (σCH3=3.6499 Å) used in this work than that of OPLS-AA (σCH3=3.5 Å)

of Ref. 20. We speculate that this non-negligible difference in the size of the methyl group

might be enough to prevent the displacement of methanol molecules.

Diffusion coefficients of confined pure substances, which were calculated using Eq. (3),

are given in Table IV and plotted in Fig. 7 together with the corresponding values of the

bulk liquid at ambient conditions (as predicted by TIP4P/200536 and OPLS/201633 models).

The diffusion constant of confined water presents a non-monotonic dependence on pore size,
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exhibiting a minimum for H=10 Å. Interestingly, the diffusion of confined water in pores

with H=7 Å has value similar to that of the bulk system. For H=10 Å undergoes an abrupt

drop to less than half its value, and at H=15 Å increases again. Previous simulation studies

have shown that water presents a non-monotonous variation with pore size when confined

in quartz and graphite pores, which is related to the freezing and melting of the adsorbed

water bilayer59,60. These works predict a drop of the diffusion constant of up to four orders

of magnitude, evidencing the fluid-solid-fluid transition. This behavior is not observed in

our simulations, because only three pore sizes were considered, namely, H=7, 10 and 15 Å,

and this phenomenon has been reported to occur at H=9-9.5 Å for TIP4P/200514,60. On

the other hand, we can think that the abnormally high value of water diffusivity for the

small pore size is the result of the small coordination number of the water molecules, that

in this highly confined situation are forced to be structured in an almost planar layer, as

previously commented. Increasing the pore size transforms the bidimensional network of

H-bonds into a three dimensional one, that necessarily hampers the molecular motion. It

might actually be the case that the vicinity of a potential fluid-solid transition might aid in

a further reduction of the diffusivity. For larger pores, the diffusion constants reach values

slightly below that of the bulk. The fact that the both density and diffusivity increase when

going from 10 Å to 15 Å, which is apparently conflicting, might also be connected with the

well known diffusivity anomaly of water4.

In the case of methanol, aside from the narrowest pore in which methanol displacement is

severely hampered, diffusion exhibits a monotonous behavior in which the diffusion constant

increases with pore size. Note that in this case case the diffusion constant of methanol is

much lower than that of the bulk liquid at room conditions.

The evolution of the lateral MSD of water and methanol in the adsorbed mixtures is

presented in Fig. 6. The first observation for the competitive diffusion is that both water

and methanol exhibit a single-file mechanism in the narrowest pore H=7 Å, whereas diffusion

is again Fickian for the largest pore sizes. The radical change in the diffusion behavior of

both components in the narrowest pore indicates that movements of water and methanol

molecules are strongly coupled. Note that the diffusion of pure methanol was completely

hindered in the narrowest pore, but now in the presence of water, methanol is able to diffuse

into the pore. Visual inspection of the simulation trajectories reveals that the reason for

this behavior lies in the ability of water molecules to diffuse due to their smaller size. The
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DH2O/DMeOH ρH2O/ρMeOH

xlMEOH H=7 Å H=10 Å H=15 Å H=7 Å H=10 Å H=15 Å

Pure system 2.0/– 0.7/0.4 1.8/1.1 0.0306/0.0143 0.0333/0.0151 0.0354/0.0141

0.144 1.1 10−1/1.1 10−1 2.1/1.5 —- 0.0016/0.014 0.0058/0.0104 —

0.505 1.2 10−2/1.7 10−2 0.8/0.7 1.7/1.9 0.0011/0.015 0.0031/0.0131 0.0033/0.0123

0.882 1.7 10−2/2.5 10−2 1.3/1.4 1.8/1.1 0.0006/0.015 0.0021/0.0145 0.0022/0.0135

TABLE IV. Diffusion coefficients of pure water, methanol and their mixtures confined in graphite

slit pores as a function of pore size and composition at T=298 K, in 10−9 m2/s units. Pressure

was set to saturation value in the widest pore for the pure components (p ≈3500 atm for water and

p ≈0.063 atm for methanol), and to liquid-vapor equilibrium conditions for the mixtures. Average

number densities of the water and methanol in the confined phase are given in molec./Å3.
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FIG. 7. Diffusion of pure water (black circles) and pure methanol (red squares) confined in slit

graphite pores as a function of pore size at T=298 K and at the onset pressure of each component

in the widest pore (p ≈3500 atm for water and p ≈0.063 atm for methanol). Values of the bulk

systems at room pressure and temperature are shown as solid lines (water in black and methanol

in red).

strong water-methanol hydrogen bonding is able to break the chain-like methanol clusters,

and thus aid the diffusion of methanol molecules thanks to this cooperative mechanism.

Diffusion constants of water and methanol in the mixtures are collected in Table IV. For all

pore sizes and compositions methanol and water diffusion constants present similar values,

reinforcing the idea that water and methanol movements are coupled. The tendency of water

and alcohol to form clusters and diffuse together has already been pointed out in the work of
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Krishna and van Baten61. On the other hand, the dependence of the diffusivity on pore size

for a given bulk liquid composition follows the expected trend, i.e. diffusivity increases with

pore size. It is also observed that for a given pore size, diffusivity decreases with increasing

alcohol concentration of the bulk solution in equilibrium with the pore. This can be related

to the fact that the ratio of water in the mixture is lowered, and therefore there are less

water molecules available to promote methanol diffusion.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The adsorption of water, methanol and their mixtures in slit graphite pores has been

investigated by molecular simulations. The influence of pore size and composition of the

bulk liquid mixture in equilibrium with the confined (adsorbed) fluid were investigated.

Our simulations indicate that, in agreement with previous simulation studies, water does

not undergo capillary condensation in these hydrophobic slit pores in the nanometer range.

Actually, its adsorption requires the application of hydraulic pressure. On the contrary,

methanol is adsorbed before the bulk saturation pressure for all pore sizes. In both pure

substances onset adsorption pressure increases with pore size. Concerning alcohol/water

mixtures, we have found that for all bulk liquid solution compositions, alcohol adsorbs

preferentially over water. Alcohol concentration in the adsorbed mixture is largest for small

pores and when the adsorption takes place from highly concentrated solutions.

Analysis of the structure of the adsorbed fluid shows that water and methanol tends to

form layered structures, with the number of layers obviously increasing with pore size. The

largest pore can fit four water layers but only three methanol layers due to the larger size

of the methyl group. For mixtures, density profiles of methanol and water show that, as

expected for hydrophobic walls, alcohol tend to occupy positions close to the walls displacing

water towards the pore center. The study of diffusion under confinement reveals a rather

peculiar behavior. For pure substances, water diffuses faster than methanol at all pore sizes,

differences being specially large in the narrowest pore, in which water diffuses almost as in

bulk, whereas methanol diffusion is practically negligible. Surprisingly, methanol is able to

diffuse in the narrowest pores by the addition of small amounts of water. In this case water

and methanol present similar diffusivities, which indicates a coordinated movement of both

components. Indeed, water and methanol exhibit rather similar diffusion constants for all
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pore sizes and liquid compositions, reinforcing the idea of a coupled diffusion mechanism.

This is an important result, as it indicates that narrow hydrophobic pores can be good

candidates for water/methanol separation based on equilibrium adsorption. On one hand

they provide the better equilibrium water/alcohol selectivity and, on the other, the diffusion

might not be as slow as one would expect, since the presence of even tiny amounts of water

molecules suffices to enhance methanol mobility.

Future work will focus on the extension of this analysis to hydrophilic and mixed hy-

drophobic/hydrophilic walls. This could potentially facilitate the assessment of the best

experimental conditions leading to water/alcohol micro-phase separation, an information

that can be very relevant for the design of nanoporous materials for alcohol dehydration.
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